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ABSTRACT 

A business incurs much higher charges when attempting to win 

new customers than to retain existing ones. As a result, much 

research has been invested into new ways of identifying those 

customers who have a high risk of churning. However, customer 

retention efforts have also been costing organizations large 

amounts of resources. Same is the situation in ISP industry in 

I.R.Iran. Exploiting the use of demographic, billing and usage 

data, this study tends to identify the best churn predictors on the 

one hand and evaluates the accuracy of different data mining 

techniques on the other.  Clustering users as per their usage 

features and incorporating that cluster membership information 

in classification models is another aspect which has been 

addressed in this study.   

General Terms 

Data Mining & Churn 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Internet users worldwide are increasing at impressive rate. 

According to the statistics published by “Miniwatts Marketing 

Group” there are 1,043,104,885 internet users in the world with 

8.4 million unique websites. Internet Service providers (ISP) – 

the companies that sell internet access in various packages, are 

trying hard to add more and more customers to their system as 

this helps them to keep the price of service low and thus results 

in attracting further more customers [9]. Offering a variety of 

services to the customers is yet another way of ISPs to increase 

customer base. Customers on the other side come face to face 

with a decision of choosing an ISP. They become more 

demanding and tend to switch from previous service provider to 

another service provider. This gives birth to the notion of churn. 

Churn or customer attrition is defined as the annual turnover of 

the market base [23]. Keeping in view that cost of obtaining new 

customer is five times higher than maintaining an existing 

customer [8] and ISPs spent a huge amount on advertisement to 

gain a customer, ISPs do not afford to lose their existing 

customers and need to fight customer churn.  

There are two basic approaches to fight customer churn. 

Untargeted approaches rely on superior product and mass 

advertising to increase brand loyalty and retain customers. 

Targeted approaches rely on identifying customers who are likely 

to churn, and then either provide them with a direct incentive or 

customize a service plan to stay. There are two types of targeted 

approaches: reactive and proactive. Adopting a reactive approach, 

a company waits until customers contact the company to cancel 

their (service) relationship. The company then offers the 

customer an incentive, for example a rebate, to stay. Adopting a 

proactive approach, a company tries to identify customers who 

are likely to churn at some later date in advance. The company 

then targets these customers with special programmes or 

incentives to keep the customers from churning. Targeted 

proactive programs have potential advantages of having lower 

incentive costs and because customers are not trained to 

negotiate for better deals under the threat of churning.  However 

these systems can be very wasteful if churn predictions are 

inaccurate, because then companies are wasting incentive money 

on customers who would have stayed anyway. That is why the 

customer churn prediction process need to be as accurate as 

possible [6].  

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Customer attrition is an important issue for any company and is 

easiest to define in subscription based businesses, and partly for 

that reason, churn modeling is most popular in theses businesses 

[5]. Long-distance companies, Mobile phone service providers, 

Insurance companies, Cable companies (Pay-TV) [6], financial 

service companies, Internet service providers, newspapers, 

magazines, and some retailers all share subscription model 

where customers have a formal, contractual relationship which 

must be explicitly ended. 

2-1. Customer Churn in Mobile service 

providers:  
As deregulation, new technologies, and new competition have 

opened up telecommunication industry, the telecommunication 

service market has become more competitive than ever. And in 

this strongly competitive and broadly liberalized mobile 

telecommunication industry, customer churn has turned into very 

serious issue. Many subscribers frequently churn from one 

provider to another in search of better rates/service or for the 

benefits of signing up with new carrier (e.g., such as receiving 

the latest cellular phone). Low signup fees particularly for 

prepaid mobile services also encourage customers to churn. 

Wireless local number portability (WLNP) or the ability to 

change mobile carriers and keep mobile phone number also 

poses a big challenge to the already reeling telecommunication 

company.  

It is estimated that the average churn rate for the 

mobile telecommunications is 2.2% per month. i.e., about 27% 

of given carrier’s subscriber are lost each year [31], making it 
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essential to develop an effective churn reduction method. The 

cost of acquisition of new mobile service subscriber is estimated 

to be from $300 to $ 600. However, the cost of retaining an 

existing subscriber is generally much lower than that [30]. 

Wei, et al [30] used the call pattern changes and contractual data 

and developed a data mining based churn prediction technique 

that identify potential churners at the contract level. In their 

study they used the decision tree approach as the basis for the 

development of their technique for mobile telecommunication 

company in Taiwan. In an another attempt to identify the 

determinants of subscriber churn and customer loyalty in Korean 

mobile telephony market; Kim et al [17] used binomial logit 

model based on the survey of 973 mobile users . 

2-2. Customer churn in banking and 

insurance: 

Over the past two decades, the financial markets have become 

more competitive due to the mature nature of the sector on the 

one hand and deregulation on the other, resulting in diminishing 

profit margins and blurring distinctions between banks, insurers 

and brokerage firms. Hence, now a day a small number of large 

institutions offering a wide set of services dominate the financial-

service industry. These developments stimulated bank and 

Insurance companies to implement customer relationship 

management (CRM). Under this intensive competitive pressure, 

companies realize the importance of retaining, their current 

customers. The substantive relevance of attrition modeling comes 

from the fact that a bank is able to increase its profits by 85% 

due to a 5% improvement in the retention rate [26].  

 Bart et al [32] studied the defectors of saving and 

investment (SI) customers of a large Belgian financial service 

provider. Their study involves the use of Kplan-Meier estimator 

to gain insight into the timing of the SI churn event. A multi 

dimensional probit model and a proportional hazard model are 

performed to find the most convenient products to cross sell in 

terms of customer preferences and the likelihood to lower the 

customer defection proness respectively. 

In order to establish a system that can provide warning signs to 

network banking services soon before they are losing valuable 

customers, Ding-An Chaing et. al. [35] took association rules in 

use and proposed an efficient algorithm called goal- oriented 

sequential pattern, which can find out behavior patterns of 

loosing customers or clues before they stop using some products. 

2-3. Customer churn in ISP: 

Internet popularity is growing at impressive rate. Sooner or later, 

every customer comes face to face with a decision of choosing an 

ISP. ISPs endure a five times higher churn rate cumulating to 

10% monthly [23]. It is also said that nearly half of all Internet 

subscribers leave their provider every year [2]. IP network 

metering, which has lately pick up steam, is the key enabler of 

getting the fundamental information of churn prediction. Shen-

Tun Li et. al. [33] applied the well known data mining 

methodology CRISP-DM to investigate network usage behaviors 

of the ISP subscribers in Taiwan. They used Attribute-oriented 

Induction (AOI) method for discovering characteristics and 

discrimination knowledge of ISP customers from the ISP traffic 

data.   An empirically tested model developed by Jyh-Shen Chiou 

[34] examines the antecedents of consumer loyalty toward ISPs. 

In choosing an ISP, pricing was and is a main differentiating 

factor in mind of customers; however, service quality has 

emerged as a major concern among users lately. Management of 

ISP has discovered that service quality is important not only for 

attracting new customers, but more importantly for retaining 

existing customers who may otherwise be lured away by lower 

fees.  [20] developed a probability model for ISP subscriber 

churn. Their model relates the probability of subscribers churn to 

various service attributes and subscriber characteristics. 

3. ISP Industry in Iran 

In recent years, government of I.R.Iran has taken extensive and 

vigorous actions to increase access to Internet. One of the 

objectives of the next five year development plan is to raise 

internet penetration rate from current 9.74% to 30% state wide. 

To meet the above mentioned objective, four layer architecture 

shown in figure 1, has been deployed by government to provide 

different internet services to different kinds of users.  

 

 

 

(Figure 1: Four layer Architecture of internet services in I.R.Iran) 

 

ICP(Internet Connection Providers): The first tier services are 

provided by ICPs. The role of ICP is to buy Internet connections 

in large volumes from international vendors. They distribute the 

capacity in large chunks to ISPs and volume consumers.  The 

second tier of Internet Services includes three groups of 

providers which are as follows: 

PAP(Public Access Provider): The group via DSL links provides 

High speed access for their customers.  

IDC(Internet Data Centre): Provides hosting services with 

creating secure storage spaces and offering software services on 

the internet network. 

ISP(Internet service Provider): provide opportunity for 

inexpensive access to internet via telephone lines (WSIS, 2005). 

 

Table 1: Number of issued permits  

VOIP IDC PAP ICP ISP 

59 3 13 31 658 
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Most of Internet users in Iran use dial-up internet connection. 

Users connect to their service provider through their phone line 

and need to authenticate before they can use any service. Internet 

service providers on the other hand distribute the authentication 

cards in the market. Each ISP has different types of cards with 

different prices. As there are more than 50 ISPs alone in Tehran, 

the capital city of Iran (www.irantelecom.ir), these ISPs have 

filled the market with different types of authentication cards and 

offer various discounts and incentives   every now and then, and 

thus encourage the users to switch from one service provider to 

another. Taking in consideration the large number of ISPs, and 

more or less the saturation in this industry, ISPs need to shift 

their focus from customer accusation to the retention of 

customers, in particular the churn prediction and for this ISPs 

need to know their customers and their purchase history and 

usage pattern. But unfortunately most of the ISPs in Iran have no 

profile of their dial-up users and does not log their purchases and 

usage. In this way every time user buys a new authentication card 

and connects to the ISP, he is treated as a new customer. 

 Sepanta Co. is one of the ISPs who operate in Tehran 

and has solved the above mentioned problem by encouraging its 

users to register all the authentication cards they purchase in 

their user area so that they can participate in the lucky draw 

every night at 00:00 hours.  Sepanta Co. thus has the profile of 

its dial-up users including their purchases at different times and 

above all log the usage of each customer.  Like all other service 

providers Sepanta Co. also suffers from the customer churn.  

Average monthly churn of 22% was estimated for this ISP.  

Applying KDD methodology, this study exploit the use of data 

provided by Sepanta Co. and presents a churn prediction model 

to meet the objectives mentioned  below: 

a) Detection of as many churners as possible. 

b) To determine the best predictors among demography, billing 

and usage features. 

c) To compare different techniques of classification. 

Although the Said ISP offers different services including dial-up, 

DSL, VOIP etc, but we used dial-up users only in this study. 

First of all Dial-up being the prepaid service is ideal for 

performing churn prediction, secondly there is a fierce 

competition for this service and finally no usage data was 

available for VOIP customers. 

4. METHODOLOGY 
KDD is defined as the “nontrivial process of identifying valid, 

noval, potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns 

in data”. Based on the kind of the knowledge which can be 

discovered in databases, KDD techniques can be broadly 

classified in to several categories, including classification, 

clustering, Association, estimation, etc. In view of the fact that 

we deal with the discrete valued target variable, and our ultimate 

goal is to declare each customer potentially churner or potentially 

nonchurner, so the KDD function of our problem is defined to be 

a classification problem [10].  Following a typical KDD 

framework [13], where data mining is the core in the overall 

process, the experiment went through all the steps mentioned 

below.  

 

4.1  Data works 

Sepanta Co. put three of its main tables at our disposal. 

tblSubscriber, tblCards and tblUsage are the three tables 

containing 65000, 400000 and 15000000 records respectively. As 

it is completely optional for users to register their cards and 

participate in lucky draw, so large number of rows were found in 

tblUsage whose related information was not available in other 

two tables and were of no use for our work. tblUsage table 

contain the data from 21/3/2005 to 21/5/2006 while there were 

subscribers who belong to the date before 21/3/2005 also present 

in the tblSubscriber table, which were again of no use for our 

analysis because their usage data was not present. Similarly 

declaring churn status of the subscribers who registered after 

21/11/2005 was not possible. So as a first step, all those records 

from the three tables were deleted which protect us to define 

relationship between these tables. In this way tblSubscriber, 

tblCards and tblUsage were reduced to 9148, 61993 and 

2093120 records respectively.  

 Customers whose registration date lies with in a same 

month of Persian calendar were selected from tblSubscriber table 

and their purchase were searched in tblCards table after a certain 

date (i,e after six months from the date of their registration). If 

customer still had a purchase he was declared as nonchurner else 

churner. 

 

Figure 2: Declare churn status 

As shown in figure 2 all those customers whose registration date 

lies between 21/3/2005 and 21/4/2005 were selected from 

tblSubscriber table and it was searched in tblCards table whether 

they have any purchases after 21/09/2005. Those who still had a 

purchase were declared nonchurners and rest of them were 

churners. Same was done with the subscribers who registered in 

the next seven months. Only 8 months from the tblSubscribers 

was taken in use because it was not possible to set the churn 

status for the rest of the subscribers. That is why the subscribers 

who registered after 21/11/2005 were deleted from the system 

including their cards and usage data. 

 

4.2. Feature extraction 
Features which have been used for churn prediction in most of 

the related works can be categorised in to demographic, billing 
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and usage features [10][20][30]. Besides the straight forward 

demographic and billing features extracted from the given 

attributes, some usage features were constructed which are worth 

to explain here. Whole life time of each subscriber was divided 

into subperiods (15 days each) and total number of minutes 

(MOU) a subscriber connected to the system during each 

subperiod was calculated. Only 12 latest subperiods were taken 

into consideration. It will not be inappropriate to mention here 

that more recent usage behavior would be more useful for churn 

prediction [30]. Frequency of use (FOU) i.e. the number of times 

a subscriber connected to the system during each subperiod and 

the Volume of data (VOD) transferred during each subperiod 

were also calculated. Instead of adding these 36 usage attributes 

to the dataset, k-means clustering technique was taken in use and 

all the subscribers were clustered three times as per MOU, FOU 

and VOD. In this way we add three features to our dataset which 

represent the usage behaviour of the subscriber. Incorporating the 

cluster membership information to the classification model has 

shown better performance in the previous work [15][26]. Number 

of clusters chosen for all the three times was 7 as it showed the 

highest chi-square value. Portion of use (POU) is another feature 

related to the different portions of the day. Usage timing for 

different users is different. Some are day users and some others 

connect to internet at nights.  Total usage of a subscriber was 

divided into six different portions (Table 2) to capture the usage 

behavior of subscribers. 

 

Table 2: Six Usage Portions of the day 

Day Portion Time 

From To 

Evening 18:00 21:59 

Latenight 22:00 01:59 

Midnight 02:00 05:59 

Morning 06:00 09:59 

Midday 10:00 13:59 

Afternoon 14:00 17:59 

 

All the subscribers were once again clustered as per six 

attributes of POU and the cluster membership information was 

once again incorporated to the classification model.  

4.3. Modelling  

Microsoft Business intelligence development studio was used to 

perform the task of classification. An object called “Percentage 

Sampling” shown in figure 3 let us divide the dataset into 

training and test sample. 

  

 
Figure 3: Data flow diagram in MS Business Intelligence 

Development Studio 

 

As was recommended in the previous work, we assigned 70% of 

data to the training set and the remaining 30% to the test set.  

Taking use of a training set three models were built using 

Microsoft Decision Trees, Microsoft Neural Network and 

Microsoft logistic regression. Later the test set was used to 

evaluate the accuracy of each model.  Results returned by each 

comes next:  

4.2.1 Microsoft Decision Trees which is a hybrid decision 

tree algorithm developed by Microsoft research and supports 

classification and regression tasks build the tree out of training 

data set. Results returned when the model was run on test set are 

shown by the confusion matrix in table 3.  

 

Table 3: Decision tree performance on test data set 

Predicted 
Observed 

Accuracy 
Churner NonChurner 

Churner 1551 

89.70% 

151 

15.79% 
87.74% 

Non 

Churner 

178 

10.29% 

805 

84.20% 

Total 1729 956  

 

The decision tree algorithm used for the prediction of churners 

returned 89.70 %  true positives and 84.20 %  true negatives 

which accounts for the overall accuracy of 87.74 %. 178 out of 

1729 cases were predicted as non churners while they were 

churners. There were also 151 cases predicted as churners who 

were actually non churners.  

4.2.2 Microsoft logistic regression algorithm recorded the 

results shown in table 4. This algorithm showed the overall 

accuracy of 89.01% with 91.03 % true positives and 85.35% true 

negatives  
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Table 4: Logistic regression performance on test data 

Predicted 
Observed 

Accuracy 
Churner NonChurner 

Churner 1574 

91.03 % 

140 

14.6 % 
89.01 % 

Non 

Churner 

155 

8.96 % 

816 

85.35 % 

Total 1729 956  

 

4.2.3 Microsoft Neural Network algorithm is a feed 

forward network and uses back propagation to adjust the 

weights. Weighted sum approach is used for combination 

function.  While tanh function is used as activation function for 

hidden nodes, sigmoid function is used for output nodes. 

Microsoft neural network does not allow more than one hidden 

layer and as stated below:  

Number of hidden neurons = c *  sqrt (m*n) 

where n is the  number of input neurons, m is the number of 

output  neurons, and c is a constant. Number of nodes in a 

hidden layer can be changed by giving different values to c. This 

constant is supplied to the algorithm by giving value to “hidden-

node ratio”.  Different values were set to this parameter but the 

best performance was shown when this constant was set to 4. 

Table 5 shows the performance of the model. 90.74% cases were 

predicted as churners who were actually churners and 86.08% 

cases were predicted as non churners and were actually non 

churners, which accounts for the overall accuracy of 89.08% 

Table 5: Neural network performance on test data set 

Predicted 
Observed 

Accuracy 
Churner NonChurner 

Churner 1569 

90.74 % 

133 

13.91 % 
89.08 % 

Non 

Churner 

160 

9.25 % 

823 

86.08 % 

Total 1729 956  

 

4.4 Accessing Models 

The results of three algorithms; Decision trees, Logistic 

regression and Neural Network is shown briefly in table 6. To 

meet the first and third objectives of this study we tried three 

techniques to get the best results but all the three models showed 

almost similar performance with logistic regression showing a 

little bit higher churner hit rate of 91.03%. Overall accuracy of 

neural network is slightly higher as compared to other two 

techniques.  

Table 6: Summery of results 

 Decision 

tree 

Logistic 

regression 

Neural 

Network 

Churner hit rate 89.70% 91.03 % 90.74 % 

Non churner hit 

rate 

84.20% 85.35 % 86.08 % 

Accuracy 87.74% 89.01 % 89.08 % 

In order to compare the over all performance of the 

three techniques used, it is customary to calculate other measures 

of accuracy as well. These measures are defined below: 

Sensitivity = True positive / positive 

Specificity = True negative/ negative 

Precision = true positive / (true positive + false positive) 

negtivepositive

negtive
yspecificit

negitivepositive

positive
ySensitivitAccuracy

 

                      Formula Figure :3.1 

In the table 7 the three algorithms are compared as per the above 

defined measures.  

Table 7: Other measure of accuracy 

 Decision 

tree 

Logistic 

regression 

Neural 

Network 

Sensitivity .897 .910 .907 

Specificity .842 .853 .860 

Precision .911 .918 .921 

Accuracy .877 .890 .890 

 

Next comes the lift chart which represents graphically the 

changes that a mining model causes. This chart is an ordinary 

tool to compare different models when the target is a discrete 

variable (such as a customer being churner or a non churner). 

The standard lift chart contains a single line for each model. 
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Figure 4: Accessing the models 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

First and the third objective of this study were 

discussed in the above section. This section is mainly focused on 

the second objective of this study. As mentioned before, all the 

features used for the churn prediction were either demographic 

features or billing or usage features. Purpose of our second 

objective was to get an insight about the importance of these 

three types of features in the churn prediction.  Having a look on 

the results returned by all the three techniques, we came to this 

conclusion that the demographic features have the lowest affect 

on the churn prediction. But it was not easy to get to the 

conclusion about the billing and usage features.  It seems that 

these two types are equally important for predicting churn. 

Figure 5 is called the dependency network and depicts the 

importance of features. The number assigned to a feature shows 

the importance of that feature in churn prediction.  Dependency 

network is the result of decision tree algorithm and preference 

given to the features is a bit different from other algorithms, but 

on the whole, Usage and billing features stand at the first place 

and demography has very little affect on the churn prediction. 

. Figure 5: Decision tree Dependency network 

Cluster membership incorporation also seems to be important as 

all the three algorithms have taken them in use which brought us 

to the conclusion that the clusters carry the significant 

information about the usage pattern. Ignoring the incorporated 

clusters during model building dropped the accuracy of all the 

three algorithms considerably.  
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